THINGS TO KNOW BEFORE YOU GO
IN THE FASHION OF WEDDING CRASHERS

RULE #1
Never leave a fellow Crasher behind. Crashers take care of their own. Utilize the buddy system.

RULE #5
Never let a girl (or guy) come between you and a fellow Crasher. Sex shouldn’t be wasted. A person who has been drinking cannot give consent. Save the moment for a sober time. Visit www.wastedsex.com for more information on consent.

RULE #29
Always be a team player. Everyone needs a little help now and again. Take care of your buddies and be on the lookout for opportunities to keep everyone safe.

RULE #30
Know the playbook so you can call an audible. Have a backup plan. Make sure to have taxi service numbers in your phone, just in case. Consider taking an appropriate amount of cash with you as well so that you can pay a taxi if they don’t take card.

RULE #31
If you call an audible, always make sure your fellow Crashers know. Communicate the plan and make sure everyone is on board and willing to follow the safest option.

RULE #64
When your crash partner fails, you fail. No man is an island. Hold each other accountable to the “rules.” If your friend said they don’t want to drink that night or that they don’t want to text their ex, help them accomplish that goal.

RULE #72
In case of emergency, refer to the playbook. Know your backup plan and what to do in case of an emergency. Keep the number to the Mason PD in your phone and the numbers for taxi services. Know the signs and symptoms of alcohol poisoning and when to call for help.

RULE #80
Always think ahead, but always stay in the moment. Reconcile this paradox and you’ll not only get the girl (or guy), you might also get peace of mind. Enjoy the moment, but be mindful of the current moment’s potential consequences.

RULE #101
Always have an early “appointment” the next morning. Know your limits and practice strategies to help you stick to them. Don’t want to drink? Carry around a cup of red bull, nobody will know the difference. Want to leave early so you know your ride is sober? Have an early “appointment.”

RULE #103
Know when to abandon ship if it ain’t floating. Know when to leave, when to stay, when to ask for help and what your limits are.

Taxi Numbers:
703.534.1111 Fairfax Yellow Cab
703.333.3333 Red top Cab Fairfax
703.941.4004 Red Top Cab Burke
703.644.4500 White Top Cab Company of Fairfax
703.451.2255 Springfield Yellow Cab

Mason Shuttles: http://shuttle.gmu.edu/

Apps to determine your location and send a car to you:
Taxi Magic Call a Taxi
Uber Cabulous
Taxi Finder ZabKab

These cabs and apps are not endorsed by George Mason University, but are merely a sampling of resources.